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10 MODULE 1

FAMILY RELATIONS

VOCABULARY

Personality adjectives

1 a) ★ Choose  the correct option.

 b) ★ Now list the adjectives in Ex. 1a under the headings.

2 ★★ What is each person like? Complete the descriptions with the adjectives in the 

list.

• helpful  • organised  • rude  • selfish  • messy  • patient  • hardworking  • polite

 1 Alex never tidies his room. He is  ...........................................................................................

 2 Sandra always says ‘please’ and ‘thank you’. She is  ..........................................................

 3 Eva is always very calm even when there are problems. She is  .................................

 4 Phil knows where everything is in his office. He is  .........................................................

 5 Leo tries very hard to do his homework well. He is  ........................................................

 6 Sarah never does anything for anyone. She is  .................................................................

 7 Ann loves doing things for other people. She is  .............................................................

 8 Steve always makes fun of me. I don't like him. He is  ....................................................  

3 ★★★ Complete the correct personality adjective.

1  Freddie Wilson has a good job as a teacher. At home, he likes to watch sports on TV. He 

tries to be a good husband and father by not thinking just of himself. He doesn’t want to 

be s _ _ _ _ _ _ .

2  Evelyn Wilson loves her family, and she is always kind and h _ _ _ _ _ _ . There is often so 

much excitement in their home, so she needs to be really p _ _ _ _ _ _ .

3  Sally likes to have fun, and she is a bit n _ _ _ _ . She loves playing her drums or singing loud. 

She is also m _ _ _ _ and her parents have to help her tidy her room every day.

4  Billy is a great student who is very h _ _ _ w _ _ _ _ _ _ . His teacher is very happy with him. 

He is also very p _ _ _ _ _ _ and cares about other people’s feelings. He wants to be a teacher 

like his father.

the WILSONSthe WILSONS

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

1 2

3 4 5 6

 hardworking/polite  selfish/organised  messy/helpful  rude/patient

helpful/noisy  patient/messy

POSITIVE NEGATIVE

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................

..............................................



11MODULE 1

GRAMMAR

Present simple – Present continuous – Stative verbs

1 ★ Choose the correct option.

 1 Sorry, but my father talks/is talking on the phone.

 2 Does/Is your mother look/looking for a part-time job?

 3 Our family doesn’t go/isn’t going to our cottage every summer.

 4 Stop doing this. You always interrupt/are always interrupting me!

 5 My brother saves/is saving money to buy a car.

 6 Do/Are you clean/cleaning your room on Sundays?

 7 Most families here have/are having two children.

 8 We don’t stay/aren’t staying at home tonight.

2 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the present simple or the present continuous.

3 ★★★ Use the verbs in the list in the present simple or the present continuous to 

complete the gaps.

• love  • think (x2)  • have (x2)  • live  • miss  • not feel (x2)  • see  • look (x2)  • smell  

• know  • stay  • not see

 Rob: Hey, Ivan! What 1) .......................................................................... (you/do) on your laptop?

 Ivan: I 2) .......................................................................... (plan) a surprise party for my sister.

 Rob: 3) .......................................................................... (she/have) a special birthday this year?

 Ivan: Yes, it’s her 16th. I 4) .......................................................................... (email) her friends now.

 Rob: 5) .......................................................................... (you/not/invite) your friends?

 Ivan: No, I 6) .......................................................................... (not/think) they would like it.

 Rob: What 7) .................................................. (you/mean)? I 8) .................................................. (want) to come!

 Ivan: You are invited. You are my best friend.

Hey Ann,

I 1) ................................. you are at your grandparents’ house. 2) ................................. you 

................................. there only for the summer? I 3) ................................. you. I 

4) ................................. about you every day. Our group of friends 5) ................................. 

the same without you. I 6) ................................. a film with them soon, but I 

7) ................................. a few minutes to write to you now. What’s new with you? 

8) ................................. you ................................ for a summer job?

Cheers,

Sarah

Hi Sarah,

Good to hear from you. It’s great here. I 9) .................................  about coming back next summer. My 

grandparents 10) ................................. in a really cool part of the city. When I look out the window, I 

11) ................................. anything except the sea. It 12) ................................. so beautiful. And I 

13) ................................. spending time with my grandparents. My grandfather is cooking dinner now, 

and it 14) ................................. delicious. My grandmother is resting now because she 

15) ................................. well. Oh, time to go. We 16) ................................. dinner now.  

Miss you too!

Ann



12 MODULE 1

SPORTS

VOCABULARY

Sports

1 ★ Match the signs to the sports.

3 ★★★ Complete the gaps with the correct words.

 1  archery

 2  darts

 3  cycling

 4  boxing

 5  fencing

 6  jet-skiing

 7  wrestling

 8  kickboxing

 1 You can go g _ - k _ _ _ _ _ _  on a t _ _ _ _ .

 2 You can play s _ _ _ _ _ _ _  on a p _ _ _ _ .

 3 You can play i _ _  h _ _ _ _ _  on a r _ _ _ .

 4 You can play c _ _ _ _ - b _ _ _ on a c _ _ _ _ .

 5 You can do b _ _ _ _ _  in a r _ _ _ .

 6 You can go d _ _ _ _ _   in a p _ _ _ .

A
E

C
G

B F

D H

2 ★★ Complete the crossword with the name of the sport.

1 2

_

3

4 5

6

7 _
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GRAMMAR

Past simple – Past continuous – used to

1 ★ Choose the correct option. 

 1 French cyclist Robert Marchand died at 109, but he still cycled/was cycling at age 105.

 2 I didn’t watch/wasn’t watching TV when Michael called me.

 3 Was/Did Martina Navratilova really won/win 74 tennis matches in a row in 1984?

 4 Female ice hockey goalie Manon Rhéaume appeared/was appearing in an NHL 

game in 1993.

 5 James didn’t take/wasn’t taking part in the hockey match.

 6 Was/Did Michael Jordan playing/play with the flu when he scored 38 points in a 

1997 basketball game?

 7 Forty members of a Uruguayan rugby team flew/were flying to Chile when their 

plane crashed, but 16 of them lived.

2 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple or the past continuous. In which 

gaps can we use used to?

 1 A: ....................................................................... (you/cycle) when I called this morning?

  B: Yes, that’s why I ....................................................................... (not/answer) my phone.

 2 A: ....................................................................... (she/go) go-karting when she was a child?

  B: No, she ....................................................................... (not/have) the chance.

 3 A: ............................................................... (your parents/watch) when you scored the goal?

  B: My mother ................................. (watch), and my father .............................. (cheer) loudly.  

 4 A: You’re great at fencing. .................................................. (you/learn) to fence as a child?

  B: No, I ................................................ (not/start) lessons until I was twenty-four years old.

3 ★★★ Choose the correct option.

 1 A make B making C made

 2 A watched B used to watch  C were watching

 3 A became B used to become C was becoming

 4 A starting B start C started

 5 A were B did  C didn’t 

 6 A used to have B were having C was having

 7 A did not allow B was not allowing C used to allow

 8 A wasn’t wanting B didn’t use to want C didn’t want

 9 A were owning B owned C owning

 10 A called  B were calling C used to call

How did Jackie Robinson 1) .......... history?

On 15th April, 1947, 26,623 excited people 

2) .......... when Jackie Robinson walked on to 

Ebbets Field in New York and 3) .......... the first 

black man in the United States to play major-

league baseball. He didn’t 4) .......... his major-

league career until the late age of 28, but he 

played until he was 37. 

Before that famous day in April, where 5) .......... 

black players play baseball in America? They 

6) .......... their own league because the Major 

League 7)  .......... them to play. At that time, 

Robinson was playing in the black league, but 

he 8) .......... to continue there. After trying out 

for the Boston Red Sox, the Brooklyn Dodgers 

gave Robinson a job with a minor league team 

they 9) .......... in Montreal. He was playing for 

the Montreal Royals in April of 1947 when the 

Dodgers 10) .......... and gave him the chance 

to make history.
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MONEY SMART

MODULE 1

VOCABULARY

Money

1 ★ Choose the correct option. 

 1 Can you lend/spend/borrow me £2 for my bus ticket? I forgot my wallet!

 2 What are you going to spend your birthday money to/at/on?

 3 Harry pays/lends/earns £30 a week from his job at the supermarket.

 4 Can I pay for the meal from/in/by cash?

 5 Did you borrow some money from/with/for your brother last week?

 6 Don't lend/pay/waste all your money on junk food!

2 ★★ Complete the correct verb from the list and choose the correct preposition.

• waste  • earn  • pay  • borrow  • lend

 1 A: I would like to buy this shirt, but I have no cash.

  B: That’s no problem. You can .......................................... with/by credit card.

 2 A: Can you .......................................... 10 euros to/for Abby?

  B: Sure!

 3 A: These trainers are so cheap!

  B: Don’t .......................................... your money for/on them. They’re not good.

 4 A: How much do you .......................................... working at the café?

  B: Not much but I get some money by doing chores with/for neighbours, too.

 5 A: Mum, can I .......................................... some money to/from you?

  B: Maybe. It depends on how much you need.

3 ★★★ Choose the correct option. 

Hi everyone! Let's talk about shopping! I used to 1) waste/lend/pay a lot of 

money on things I didn't need. Now, I'm a smart shopper! Here are my top tips.

•  Decide what you want to spend your money 2) on/to/for BEFORE you leave 

your house.

•  Don't use a 3) digital/cheque/credit card – you can end up 4) lending/

earning/spending money you don't have! Always pay 5) by/in/for cash.

•  If you have a digital 6) wallet/card/transfer on your phone, don't keep too 

much money in it. You can easily add more using 7) online/digital/prepaid 

banking.

Finally, don't just spend money—find a part-time job and 8) pay/lend/earn it too! 

You can work at a shop at weekends or on school holidays, or do chores 9) by/

from/for family and friends. Also, it's kind to 10) borrow/lend/pay money to our 

friends—but make sure they give it back! Write down what your friends 11) lend/

earn/borrow from you and when, and don't be shy about asking for it back!
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GRAMMAR

(to-) infinitive/-ing form

1 ★ Choose the correct option. 

 1 You should pay/to pay/paying your credit card bill every month.

 2 After six months, Keith managed save/to save/saving almost 2000 euros.

 3 I would like open/to open/opening a savings account.

 4 You can earn some money by get/to get/getting a part-time job.

 5 Can you imagine live/to live/living in a world without money?

 6 My sister expects our parents buy/to buy/buying her a car when  

she graduates from college.

 7 I’m really bad at budget/to budget/budgeting.

 8 She is the kind of person who enjoys spend/to spend/spending money.

2 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form.

 1 A: Do you find it difficult ...................................... (save) money?

  B: No, but I really prefer ...................................... (spend) it.

 2 A: You can ...................................... (find) a cheaper phone somewhere else.

  B: Maybe, but I would prefer ...................................... (buy) this one.

 3 A: I may ask ...................................... (borrow) some money from my father.

  B: Good idea. I’m sure he won’t mind ...................................... (lend) it to you.

 4 A: Do you fancy ...................................... (go) out for a nice meal?

  B: Only if you promise ...................................... (pay) for it!

 5 A: I’m interested in ...................................... (open) a bank account here.

  B: I advise you ...................................... (choose) a savings account.

3 ★★★ Find and correct the mistakes.

 1 You should postpone to buy that computer until you have  

enough money. ....................................

 2 Learn about budgeting is very important for teenagers.  ....................................

 3 You must to show ID when you open a bank account.  ....................................

 4 The shop refuses accept credit cards.  ....................................

 5 I’m nervous about carry so much cash with me.  ....................................

 6 Jacob hates to spend money on things he doesn’t need.  ....................................

EVERYDAY ENGLISH

Ask for/Offer help

4 ★ Put the dialogue in the correct order. 

 A  Sure, I can do that.

 B  52 euros. Can you lend me 12 euros?

 C  How much are they?

 D  Alright. What do you want me to do?

 E  Hey Mum. I want to buy a new pair of trainers, but I haven’t got enough money.

 F  I’d prefer not to give you money. I don’t mind paying you for some work.

 G  You can do the laundry for 10 euros and take out the rubbish for 2 euros.
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FASHION!

MODULE 1

VOCABULARY

Clothes & Patterns

1 ★ Label the pictures. Use: floral, spotted, checked, striped, plain. 

 1 ...............................  2 ...............................  3 ...............................  4 ...............................  5 ...............................

2 ★★ Find and correct two mistakes in each description. 

4

5

Ella is wearing a spotted 

shirt and baggy jeans. 

She also has on a grey 

belt. Alberto is 

wearing a 

plain red 

jacket over a 

floral blue 

shirt. He also 

has on tight 

black 

trousers.
Sammi is wearing a plain white 

T-shirt under a checked red and 

black shirt. She also has on a 

checked green jacket and baggy 

jeans.

Erik is wearing a 

checked jumper 

and tight jeans. 

He has on a 

blue cap.

2

Sylvia is wearing a 

black and white 

striped dress. She 

is also wearing a 

checked red belt.

1
3

Josh is wearing a green and white 1) ........................... shirt and 

plain 2) ............................ shorts. 

Alicia is wearing a 3) ............................ shirt over a white 

T-shirt. She is wearing 4) ........................ jeans and carrying a 

black bag.

Cindy is wearing a 5) ............................ black dress with a 

white belt and tall black boots. She is carrying a 

6) ........................... red bag.

Neil is wearing a red and white 7) ............................ jumper and 

8) ............................ brown jeans.

3 ★★★ Complete the descriptions. Use: tight (x2), baggy, spotted, plain, striped, floral, 

checked.  
Josh

Alicia

Cindy

Neil
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GRAMMAR

Passive voice (present/past simple)

1 ★ Fill in is, are, was or were. 

 1 Wooden shoes ............................ worn by Dutch people many years ago.

 2 Lots of coats and jackets ............................ made in China.

 3 Gary’s floral shirt ............................ given to him on his birthday.

 4 Clothes that ............................ worn in the eighties are back in fashion now.

 5 Most T-shirts ............................ made with cotton.

 6 You can buy that dress, but it ............................ only sold online.

 7 That fashion model ............................ known all over the world.

 8 Michael Jackson’s red Thriller Jacket ............................ designed by Deborah Landis.

2 ★★ Choose the correct option.

 1 Some fashion models is/was/are paid well by/with/from the clothing companies.

 2 Is/Are/Were leather usually made by/with/from cow skin?

 3 Every year, a lot of money are/is/was wasted on clothes that nobody wears.

 4 Fashionable clothes is/were/are often sold cheaply by/with/from charity shops.

 5 Trainers was/is/were created by/with/from Adolf Dassler in 1925.

 6 Was/Were/Are your clothes sewn by/with/from your mother when you were a child?  

 7 A blue checked pattern are/was/were chosen for the tablecloths at their wedding 

last month.

 8 The famous Louis Vuitton bag were/is/was designed by/with/from brown canvas in 

1996.

3 ★★★ Rewrite the sentences in the passive voice. 

 1 Did Coco Chanel launch the first designer suit in 1923?

    .......................................................................................................................................................................

 2 They published the first fashion magazine in Germany in 1586.

    .......................................................................................................................................................................

 3 Do factories sell more than 2 billion T-shirts each year?

    .......................................................................................................................................................................

 4 Guccio Gucci started the Gucci company in 1921.

    .......................................................................................................................................................................

 5 In India, women don't often wear white wedding dresses.

    .......................................................................................................................................................................

 6 Do worms really make silk?

    .......................................................................................................................................................................

 7 Walter Hunt invented the safety pin in 1849.

    .......................................................................................................................................................................

 8 They don't hold fashion shows in this town.

    .......................................................................................................................................................................
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WORLD OF WORK

MODULE 1

VOCABULARY

Jobs

1 ★ Match the words in the two columns. Use two to label the photos.

2 ★★ Choose the correct option. Then match the sentences (1-6) to the pictures (A-F).

 1 The tour guide/civil engineer is telling the students about the history of the building.

 2 The architects/civil engineers are designing a bridge.

 3 The architect/civil engineer is working on the design of a house.

 4 The game tester/personal trainer is telling Ann how to exercise.

 5 A pet sitter/tour guide watches our dogs while we are on holiday.

 6 A chemist/make-up artist is getting a model ready for a photo shoot.

3 ★★★ What is each person’s job? Choose from the list.

• civil engineer  • chemist  • hairdresser  • pet sitter  • architect  • game tester   

• tour guide  • make-up artist  • factory worker 

 1 "How short would you like me to cut it?" .......................................

 2 "I thought Level 12 was too easy." .......................................

 3 "We're working on a new medicine right now." .......................................

 4 "On your left you can see one of the oldest buildings in the city." .......................................

 5 "Would you like to see my plan for the new tunnel?" .......................................

 6 "We're currently designing an eco-school." .......................................

 1  factory

 2  tour

 3  game

 4  civil

 5  pet

 6  personal

 A sitter

 B tester

 C trainer

 D worker

 E engineer

 F guide

A B

.............................................. ..............................................

C

F

A

ED

B
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GRAMMAR

(to-)infinitive/-ing form (with difference in meaning)

1 ★ Complete the sentences using the word in bold in the correct form.

 1 tell

  a I don’t remember .............................................. Fiona about the new project last week.

  b I must remember .............................................. John about the meeting tomorrow.

 2 take

  a Andre tries ....................................... a break from his computer screen every hour.

  b You should try .................................... a short course in Chemistry and see if you like it.

 3 finish

  a I will never forget .............................................. my first engineering project.

  b Don't forget .............................................. the project by Friday! 

 4 buy

  a Pamela stopped .............................................. a cup of coffee on her way to the meeting.

  b We stopped .............................................. plastic cups for the office. Now everyone 

brings their own.

2 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form.

 1 A: You’re working too hard.

  B: You’re right. I should stop ........................................................................ (take) a break.

 2 A: Did you forget ........................................................................ (call) the client back?

  B: I’m sorry. I did, but I’ll call him now.

 3 A: I’m bored with my hair colour. 

  B: We could try ........................................................................ (change) it to red.  

 4 A: Please stop ........................................................................ (leave) papers all over your desk.

  B: Okay, I will clean it before I leave.

 5 A: I remember ............................................................ (see) this building in Paris. It’s beautiful.

  B: Thank you. It was one of my first projects.

 6 A: I hope you will never forget .............................................................. (be) part of this team.

  B: I won’t. I’m happy that I had a chance to work with you.

3 ★★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form.

I'll never forget 1) ............................ (visit) Florence in Italy when I was 12 years old. I 

was travelling from Rome to Milan with my family and we stopped 2) .............................. 

(see) the sights. I forgot 3)  .............................. (bring) my phone with me, and I 

remember 4) ............................. (feel) annoyed at first: I wanted to take lots of pictures! 

But, without my phone, I actually paid more attention instead of trying 5) ........................ 

(take) photos of everything. Once I stopped 6) .............................. (stare) at my screen 

and looked up, I realised how beautiful the buildings were. As I was looking up at the 

Duomo, I remember 7) .............................. (decide) that designing buildings was what 

I wanted to do.

When we returned to the UK, I stopped 8) .............................. (spend) all my free time 

playing video games, and I started drawing designs for buildings. Later, I tried 

9) .............................. (use) different apps on my phone to create designs. When I left 

school, I started a course in Architecture. It wasn't easy, and it took me seven years to 

complete! But I did it, and I won't forget 10) .............................. (introduce) myself as 

an architect for the first time  —it was a dream come true!
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REVIEW

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the character adjectives in the dialogue.

 A: I have to clean your room every day because you are so 1) m _ _ _ _ .

 B: Yes, thanks Mum for doing that. You are very 2) h _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

 A: That’s not funny. You never do anything for me. You are 3) s _ _ _ _ _ _ .

 B: That’s not nice. I think you are 4) r _ _ _ .

 A: I’m sorry. You’re right. I was not very 5) p _ _ _ _ _ _ .

2 Complete each sentence with a word from the list. Two words are extra.

• boxing  • go-karting  • softball  • archery  • cycling  • diving  • kickboxing

 1 For ......................................, you ride something with two wheels.

 2 For ......................................, you drive something with four wheels.

 3 For ......................................, you fight with your feet and hands.

 4 For ......................................, you use a bat and a ball.

 5 For ......................................, you jump into a pool of water.

3 Match the sentence halves.

 1  Karl wasted money

 2  Al borrowed 100 pounds

 3  Leo paid a lot of money

 4  Jana lent 5 euros

 5  Liv used to earn money

 A from his parents to pay his rent.

 B on clothes he won’t wear.

 C for babysitting at the weekends. 

 D for a really good laptop.

 E to Ed to pay for his lunch. 

4 Correct the mistakes by moving the words in bold to the correct sentences.

 1 A: Are those red and yellow roses on your dress?

  B: Yes, I really like this checked pattern. ......................................

 2 A: Do you like this shirt with the blue and black squares?

  B: No, I don’t like spotted clothes. ......................................

 3 A: It’s very difficult for me to put my jeans on.

  B: Maybe they are too floral. ......................................

 4 A: I don’t like clothes with a pattern.

  B: Oh, so you just like tight clothes. ......................................

 5 A: Should I wear the black dress with the white circles?

  B: You mean the plain one? Sure! ......................................

5 Complete the job names.

 1 Lucas has a difficult job as a factory ...................................... .

 2 Maria works for the city as a civil ...................................... .

 3 Mert works at the museum as a tour ...................................... .

 4 Katie has a job at a gym as a personal ...................................... .

 5 Beata likes animals, so she got a job as a pet ...................................... .
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6 Find and correct the mistakes.

 1 My brother always takes things from my room. I can’t stand it. ...........................................

 2 Petra’s grandparents go on holiday next week. Here are their tickets. ..............................

 3 I’m wanting to spend time with my favourite cousin. ...........................................

 4 My sister is helping me with my homework every day. ...........................................

 5 Stacey stays with her sister right now. ...........................................

7 Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple or the past continuous. In which 

sentences can we use used to?

 1 James ............................................................................. (cycle) once in Ireland two years ago.

 2 ................................................................................. (Dory/play) volleyball in high school?

 3 The last time I saw Ronaldo, he ........................................................... (play) for Real Madrid.

 4 My parents ............................................................................. (jog) when my father hurt his leg.

 5 Gloria ............................................................................. (not/walk) to school as a child.

8 Complete the gaps with: imagine, should, stop, suggest, want. Then put the verb in 

brackets into the correct form.

 A: I really think I have to 1) .................................................................. (spend) so much money.

 B: I agree. I 2) .................................................................. (leave) your credit card at home.

 A: I can’t 3) .................................................................. (go) out without a credit card!

 B: If you really 4) .................................................................. (save) money, you need to do it.

 A: I know. I 5) .................................................................. (save) some money for college.

9 Put the verbs in brackets into the present or the past simple passive.

 1 Patterns .................................................................. (choose) after a dress is designed.

 2 Boots .................................................................. (invent) thousands of years ago.

 3 Prada is a fashion company that .................................................... (know) all over the world.

 4 Before I buy this hat, tell me if it .................................................................. (wear) before. 

 5 Indian cotton .................................................................. (sell) to many countries.

EVERYDAY ENGLISH

10 Complete the dialogue with: What do you want me to do? – You can help me paint the 

kitchen. – I’d prefer not to lend you the money. – Well, I don’t mind paying you for some 

work. – Can you lend me £20?

 A: Dad, I want to buy my friend a nice birthday present, but I don’t have enough money. 

 B: That’s a problem.

 A: 1)  .......................................................................................................................................................................

 B: 2)  .......................................................................................................................................................................

 A: Please, Dad. I really need this money.

 B: 3)  .......................................................................................................................................................................

 A: Sure! 4)  ............................................................................................................................................................

 B: 5)  .......................................................................................................................................................................

 A: That's great. Sure. Thanks Dad.


